
SPANISH

In Spring 1, you will deepen your understanding of modern day Spanish democracy by understanding its roots 
pre and post the Spanish civil war and Franco’s death; you will be able to articulate the fast process of the 
transition to democracy in Spain following Franco’s death which then allowed the establishment of the 
Spanish Constitution. You will evaluate the impact of the laws passed under the Spanish Constitution and their 
lasting effects today (the amnesty law and historical memory).
You will debate the issue of historical memory and how to deal with reminders of this by considering the issue 
of whether historical figures should be honoured through statues, road signs and in public spaces.

Finally, you will broaden your knowledge of dictatorships and authoritarian regimes and how they differ in 
different contexts by contrasting the case study of Spain with Cuba under Castro and Chile under Pinochet.

Las Monarquías y Dictaduras Year 13 Spring Term 2

Describe what life was like 
under Franco’s dictatorship 

for: women, trade 
unionists, regional identity 

etc.

TUDOR HABITS: By considering the extent of historical 
trauma in post Francoist Spain, students can develop 
empathy for a society that has the issue of dealing with 
their authoritarian history still today.

Grammar points:

• Preterite tense

• Imperfect subjunctive

• Using tenses in tandem 

• Passive vs active voice

Vocabulary: la guerra civil / una dictadura / un régimen /  
fallecer / derrocar 

Explain and 
evaluate the 
impact of the 

Spanish Civil War 

Describe the 
transition to 
democracy 
following 

Franco’s deathEvaluate the laws 
made under the 

new Spanish 
ConstitutionThe Spanish 

Monarchy
Describe the scandals 
relating to the Royal 

Family and the impact 
of them on their 
popularity today

Latin 
American 
Dictators 

Consider case studies 
of different LA 

dictators and analyse 
how these regimes 

differ and are similar

The 
Transition 

to 
Democracy

The 
Francoist 

Dictatorship 
in Spain


